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About This Game
Welcome
Adventure Portal is a simple platform that allows players to connect and run their pen and paper role playing campaigns online!
It is currently constructed to support 5th edition play. This is a ongoing project that will see additions and improvements as
support grows. I built this to be a simple and easy to use alternative to the more complicated and expensive options out there.
Adventure Portal features player and gm profiles that hold stats and campaign information, an encounter/world map where
players and DMs can place custom tokens -- each with their own information sheets, sizes, names, images, and a sound and
music board for storytelling enrichment.
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Title: Adventure Portal
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Megaslow Studio
Publisher:
Megaslow Studio
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1+, 8, 10
Processor: SSE2 instruction set support
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: DX10 graphics card @ 1390x800 resolution
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 400 MB available space
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adventure portal inc. adventure time portal. adventure club parent portal. ghost adventures portal to hell episode. discover
adventure client portal. spyro's adventure portal of power. ghost adventures portal to hell full episode. discover adventure
passenger portal. adventure time through the portal full episode. adventure portal alton towers. portal adventure game. adventure
time end portal. portal adventure world lego dimensions. spyro's adventure portal. stampy portal adventure map part 3. portal
knights adventure or creative mode. adventure portal. adventure portal bear grylls. portal adventure core. adventure portal don't
starve. diggy's adventure pixel portal. animal jam adventure phantom portal. skylanders spyro's adventure portal xbox 360. end
portal adventure time. portal adventure map. festiva adventure club portal. adventure update portal knights. portal 2 adventure.
adventure time portal face. clobe the portal adventure 2. portal knights adventure mode. portal 2 adventure world gold bricks.
brutal age adventure portal floating island. adventure portal forum. adventure club payment portal. legoland adventure portal.
skylanders spyro's adventure portal usb. portal knights adventurer update ps4
really fun good and challenging

Cons: no ragdoll lol. Macabre, diverting fun for a bunch of hours.. Another great trivia game, with a shorter timer and some
very difficult questiosn - this game is for anyone who loves trivia and loves a challenge.
I had difficulty answering most of the questiosn because I am British and I don't now a lot of American history and I kept
getting the same questions over and over again.. i want to sit on der f\u00fchrer's lap. I would recommend this game for some
simple reasons if you like puzzle and you are a little geeky and know the basics of programming u should buy it and finish it its
not simple or dificult its avarege
10/10 would buy again. Great game, many♥♥♥♥♥ need more.
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Good low replayability interactive e-book-like game where you are the hero.
I like those, they remind me of when I was a teenager and was reading the real deal. To compensate for eye-ruining screens,
they have included special effects, especially sound effects.
Buy only if you like books where you are the hero.. Crap!!!!
This game supports no controllers!
unplayable!. The servers are objectively great. 128 tick, low ping and almost no loss and variance.
The community, on the other hand, is the most toxic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I've ever seen. Now don't get me
wrong, I know I can tilt and be toxic, but I definitely do not do that unless someone's provoked me. I almost always carry, and
when I don't, I am a support player that gets traded or sets up his teammates for success. Yet in around 40-50% of games I get
people who are toxic or just plain trolling, and when I get triggered I block them. Sometimes, like what happened in my last
game however, I don't do that early enough and end up saying some stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I get
banned but they don't. It's just like when you see a kid getting hit and he hits back, yet only the one who hit back gets punished.
WTF?
TLDR: Basically MM with fewer cheaters (even though there still are some) and more trolls. Oh and a weirder ranking system
(I'm A- yet somehow I get queued with C-B players. TF?. This game feels so broken. The mechanics lack explaination, the
graphics are ok, but everything else such as fighting, steering, and shooting feels cluncky.. Lazy building; pay $12,000 and 100
power for a building that just floods research points. Useful for rushing technology, but hardly worth the cost, especially when
there are plenty of other buildings that can boost research while providing jobs or other services. The mission is boring.. Used
Black Ink to do a sketch the first time and attempted to save the file, and it ate it with no backup or autosave recourse.
Heartbreaking, really, because the product itself feels good.. I am seasoned Vet on this game... i give it 8.5\/10 stars great but
need more camos!
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